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Abstract
Chromosomes of the siamang Symphalangus syndactylus (a small ape) carry large-scale heterochromatic structures at their ends. These structures look similar, by chromosome C-banding, to chromosome-end heterochromatin found in chimpanzee, bonobo and gorilla (African great apes), of which a major component is tandem repeats of 32-bp-long, AT-rich units. In the present study, we identified repetitive sequences that are a major component of the siamang heterochromatin. Their repeat units are 171 bp in length, and exhibit sequence similarity to alpha satellite DNA, a major component of the centromeres in primates. Thus, the large-scale heterochromatic structures have different origins between the great apes and the small ape. The presence of alpha satellite DNA in the telomere region has previously been reported in the white-cheeked gibbon Nomascus leucogenys, another small ape species. There is, however, a difference in the size of the telomere-region alpha satellite DNA, which is far larger in the siamang. It is not known whether the sequences of these two species (of different genera) have a common origin because the phylogenetic relationship of genera within the small ape family is still not clear. Possible evolutionary scenarios are discussed.
Introduction

The telomere is a DNA-protein complex present at chromosome ends, and its DNA portion is known to comprise tandem repeats (called the telomere repeats) of a short unit, which is TTAGGG in the case of vertebrates (Meyne et al., 1989). Chromosomal regions immediately adjacent to telomeres often contain other repetitive sequences which vary in their degree of repetitiveness (Brown et al., 1990; Cross et al., 1990; Weber et al., 1990). Because of the repetitive nature of these components, the telomere regions of humans are considered likely to form constitutive heterochromatin. However, their sizes are not large enough to be detected by chromosome C-banding on metaphase spreads. In contrast, chromosomes of African great apes carry easily detectable large heterochromatic structures at their ends (Yunis and Prakash, 1982). The main components of these structures are repetitive sequences called subterminal satellite (StSat) repeats that consist of 32-bp-long, AT-rich repeat units (Royle et al., 1994). Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis of a StSat repeat probe to metaphase chromosomes revealed that the repeats are present in the majority of chimpanzee and bonobo chromosomes and in all chromosomes of the gorilla (H. Hirai, unpublished results). We have previously estimated the total size of the StSat repeats to be as large as 0.1% of the chimpanzee genome (Koga et al., 2011). The distribution of the StSat repeats among the hominid species (human and African great apes) is somewhat puzzling because humans are phylogenetically closer to chimpanzees and bonobos than to gorillas. A question that readily arose from this patchy distribution was whether the StSat repeats were generated independently in the gorilla lineage and the chimpanzee/bonobo lineage, or whether the repeats were already present in the common ancestor of these great apes and were subsequently lost in the human lineage. We have recently settled this question (Koga et al., 2011): the latter explanation is more likely to be correct because the pattern of within-species variation is similar between gorilla and chimpanzee/bonobo, and this similarity is thought to stem from variation already present in the common ancestor. The molecular and cellular mechanisms of the emergence and disappearance of these structures have yet to be elucidated. Similar examples, if any, in the same or related taxa are expected to contribute to elucidating these mechanisms.

There is another example in the Hominoidea superfamily: we have previously found that chromosomes of the siamang (S. syndactylus) carry large-scale constitutive heterochromatin at their ends (Wijayanto et al., 2005). This species is a small ape inhabiting the Malay peninsula and Sumatera island in South East Asia. "Small apes" is a general name for the family Hylobatidae. In the currently most widely accepted primate taxonomy, this family and the families Pongidae and Hominidae form the superfamily Hominoidea. The African great apes belong to the family Hominidae. The C-band staining pattern of the chromosome-end heterochromatin looks similar between siamang and chimpanzee, but FISH analysis of a StSat probe to siamang chromosomes did not yield a positive
signal (shown below). A genome sequence database is not available for this species. Therefore, relying upon the large size of these heterochromatin structures (and hence possibly a large amount of DNA), we cloned their constituent DNA by a method modified from the array comparative genomic hybridization technique. The species used for reference was the agile gibbon *Hylobates agilis*, another small ape that does not have large-scale heterochromatin in the telomere region. The results of sequencing analysis of the clones obtained from siamang were surprising: the telomere region contains the alpha satellite DNA that is a repetitive sequence known to be the primary DNA component of the centromere. Thus, the large-scale heterochromatic structures have different origins between the great apes and the small ape.

**Materials and methods**

**Animals for collection of cells and DNA**
The animals we used in the present study were: chimpanzee *Pan troglodytes* (an adult male named Cullelo who was born in Kyoto University Primate Research Institute (KUPRI)), siamang *S. syndactylus* (SSY; a female infant stillborn in Hirakawa Zoo), agile gibbon *Hylobates agilis* (HAG; an adult male bred at KUPRI), a hybrid individual (a female born in Ishikawa Zoo) of white-handed gibbon *Hylobates lar* (HLA; female parent) and white-cheeked gibbon *Nomascus leucogenys* (NLE; male parent), and human *Homo sapiens* (an adult male donor). For the species of the Hylobatidae family, we hereafter use the three-letter abbreviations shown in the parentheses.

**Chromosome preparation and FISH analysis**
We cultured white blood cells, made chromosome preparations, and conducted C-band staining as previously described (Hirai et al., 1999; 2002). We performed FISH analysis designed for signal detection using three probes with three different colors (red, green and yellow) in a single assay, basically following the procedures in our previous work (Hirai et al., 1999; 2002; 2005). The labelling and detection substances for red color were biotin (using BioNick Labelling System (Life Technologies Inc.) and avidin-rhodamine conjugate, respectively. Those for green were digoxigenin (using DIG-Nick Translation Mix (Roche)) and anti-digoxigenin-FITC conjugate, respectively. For yellow color, we labelled the cloned DNA with biotin and digoxigenin separately, mixed the labelled DNAs, and then used the mixture as a single probe. The chromosome samples after hybridization were compiled into FISH image data using an AxioPlan 2 microscope (Carl Zeiss Inc.), a Cool SNAP HQ camera (Photometrics), and an IPLab Spectrum image analyzer (Scanalytic Inc.). The stringency of hybridization can be considered to be moderate because the hybridization conditions described above are similar to those widely
used for FISH analyses of mammalian chromosomes.

**Preparation of genomic library**
We collected genomic DNA from cultured fibroblast cells of SSY and HAG by a standard method (lysis with SDS, digestion of proteins with proteinase K, salt sedimentation, and then isopropanol precipitation). A genomic library was prepared using a pCC1FOS Fosmid Library Construction Kit (Epicentre Biotechnologies) with some non-essential modifications to the protocol supplied by the manufacturer, as described in Koga et al. (2007). The vector was the 8.1-kb fosmid pCC1FOS, and the insert DNA was 35- to 45-kb genomic DNA fragments that had been mechanically sheared and recovered from an agarose gel piece after electrophoresis.

**Screening by array comparative genomic hybridization**
The purpose of this step was to identify DNA fragments that are highly repetitive in the SSY genome but not in the HAG genome. We first cultured 192 single colonies from the SSY genomic library in liquid medium distributed into wells of two 96-well plates. For each plate, we dotted two nylon membranes (as duplicates) with 1-2 µl of the bacterial cultures. We then performed hybridization experiments with the two sets of membranes (two membranes each) at the same time, by using an AlkPhos Direct Labelling and Detection System (GE Healthcare). Genomic DNA of SSY was mechanically sheared to an approximate median size of 20 kb, and used as probe for one set of the membranes. The other set was hybridized with sheared genomic DNA of HAG. Comparing the autoradiograms obtained from the two sets, we selected clones that exhibited intense signals against the SSY genomic DNA but not against the HAG genomic DNA.

**Other molecular techniques**
We carried out subcloning, DNA sequencing and polymerase chain reaction (PCR), using the same methods as those in our previous work (Koga et al., 2006; 2007). Specific conditions are described below in each case.

**Results**

**Constitutive heterochromatin at chromosome ends**
Figure 1 shows the results of C-band staining of metaphase spreads of human, chimpanzee, SSY, HAG and the HLA/NLE hybrid. Constitutive heterochromatin at chromosome ends was clearly observed with the samples of chimpanzee (the majority of the chromosomes) and SSY (all chromosomes), but not detectable with the other species examined.

**Cloning of highly repetitive sequences**
By array comparative genomic hybridization, we screened the SSY genomic library for fosmid clones containing DNA fragments that are highly repetitive in SSY but not in HAG. Figure 2 shows part of the autoradiograms obtained. There is one prominent spot in the left panel (with SSY genomic DNA as probe), and the signal intensity of the corresponding spot in the right panel (with HAG genomic DNA as probe) is about the same as that of other spots. This signal pattern indicates that this particular clone contains a DNA fragment highly repetitive only in SSY. Of the 192 clones screened, 4 exhibited this signal pattern.

**Nucleotide sequence of terminal regions**
Because the pCC1FOS vector contains the lacZ gene and the cloning site is embedded there, the M13 universal primers (both the forward and reverse orientations) can be used for sequencing of terminal regions of the cloned fragments. We determined the sequences of 500 to 800 nucleotides from the ends of the 4 clones. All of the 8 sequence reads were found to contain repetitive sequences consisting of repeat units of about 170 bp in length. All repeat units exhibited more than 75% nucleotide identity with one another. Using the respective sequences as queries, we conducted BLAST searches against all entries of the GenBank files. Every search resulted in a list of numerous hits to the alpha satellite DNA of primates (according to descriptions in the files).

**Structure of a genomic clone**
The genomic clones we obtained were all 35- to 45-kb-long fragments. We selected one clone at random (designated as pFosSia1) and used it for further analyses. Figure 3 shows the gel electrophoresis of this clone after digestion with restriction endonuclease BamHI (to completion) and/or Aor51HI (to varying extents). Because the fosmid vector pCC1FOS has two BamHI sites that bracket the cloning site, digestion of a fosmid clone with BamHI can separate the vector (8.1 kb) and insert portions. An analysis of the end-region sequences of pFosSia1 had suggested the occurrence of Aor51HI sites at intervals of about 170 bp.

Digestion of the fosmid clone with only BamHI produced a band the size of the vector and a single larger band, indicating that the insert portion (38 kb according to a subsequent pulsed-field electrophoresis analysis) does not have a BamHI site. Digestion with BamHI and a relatively large amount of Aor51HI yielded, in addition to two bands for the vector (split into 4.2-kb and 3.9-kb fragments due to an internal Aor51HI site), a bright band of about 170 bp and additional bands at locations of about 340, 510 and 680 bp. These results suggested that a sequence of about 170 bp in which one Aor51HI site resides is the basic repeat unit, that there are occasional nucleotide changes that eliminate the Aor51HI site, and that the repeat sequences cover the entire insert portion of the genomic clone. The long ladder patterns in the lanes for partial digestion with Aor51HI provide further evidence for the repetitive-sequence structure. The estimated size of the insert portion (38 kb) indicates that more than 200 repeat units are
tandemly repeated in this clone. The repeat sequence that constitutes pFosSia1 was designated SiaRep.

**Consensus sequence and variation**

Next we determined the nucleotide sequence of the insert DNA of pFosSia1. Primer walking and shot-gun fragmentation are the principal strategies for obtaining the sequence of a long DNA fragment. These methods were, however, not adequate for pFosSia1 because of its repetitive complexity. We therefore employed a strategy that relies on partial digestion with Aor51HI.

We first transferred a terminal 8.0-kb region of the pFosSia1 insert (delimited by one BamHI site on the vector and an internal EcoRI site we found in a subsequent analysis) to plasmid pBluescript II SK+. We digested this subclone completely with EcoRV (one site in the vector but no site in the insert DNA) and then incompletely with Aor51HI. After ligation to form circular DNA molecules, we introduced the treated DNA into competent bacterial cells, spread the cells on plates, and picked up several colonies. We selected plasmid clones whose lengths differed by multiples of about 510 bp (corresponding to 3 repeat units), sequenced them using the M13 universal primer, and edited them into a single stretch. The sequence finally obtained contained 24 consecutive repeat units.

We aligned the 24 repeat units manually, and determined a consensus sequence. The consensus sequence was defined as a collection of bases that occupied more than 50% of the corresponding nucleotide sites among the repeat units. The letter N was assigned to nucleotide sites in which the frequency of the most common base was 50% or less. The entire sequence of the consecutive 24 repeat units was deposited in GenBank (Accession number AB678729), and is shown in Figure 4. The distribution of the repeat lengths was: 170 bp (6/24; 25%), 171 bp (16/24; 67%), 172 bp (1/24; 4%) and 173 bp (1/24; 4%). The average pairwise sequence identity, calculated by excluding insertions and deletions, was 86%.

**Comparison with sequences of alpha satellite DNA**

We compared the consensus sequence of the repeat units of pFosSia1 with the consensus sequence of alpha satellite DNA of human (Alexandrov *et al.*, 1993), orangutan (Haaf and Willard, 1998), and NLE (Cellamare *et al.*, 2009), which is, to our knowledge, the only Hylobatidae species whose alpha satellite DNA has been extensively analyzed at the nucleotide sequence level. Figure 5 shows the alignment among these species we made manually. The SSY consensus sequence exhibits 92% identity with the consensus sequence of NLE, and about 80% identity with those of the two Hominidae species.

**FISH analysis for chromosomal locations**

We conducted FISH analysis of mitotic metaphase chromosomes for chromosomal locations of SiaRep, the StSat repeats (the main component of the chimpanzee subtelomeric heterochromatin), and 18S ribosomal DNA.
The last probe served as a positive control for the hybridization and detection processes. For each species (or a hybrid animal), we spread cells on a slide glass, used 10 to 30 complete metaphase spreads for examination of hybridization patterns, and verified that the patterns observed were virtually identical among these chromosome sets. As shown in Figure 6, 18S ribosomal DNA (yellow) showed 9 signals in human (panel a), 8 in chimpanzee (panel b), 2 (closely located on this chromosome spread) in SSY (panel c), 2 in HAG (panel d), and 3 in the HLA/NLE hybrid (panel e). These numbers are in accord with those expected for the respective species (Hirai et al., 1999).

With the SiaRep probe (red), the heterochromatin in the telomere region of all SSY chromosomes yielded intense hybridization signals, indicating that SiaRep is a major DNA component of these heterochromatic structures (panel c). In addition to these signals in the telomere regions, faint signals were observed in centromere regions of about half of the chromosomes. In contrast, signals were observed only in centromere regions of all chromosomes in HAG (panel d). In the sample of the HLA/NLE hybrid (panel e), chromosomes originating from the NLE parent all exhibited signals in both the telomere regions and centromere regions, while signals were observed in only the centromere regions on the chromosomes from the HLA parent. The relative strength of the signals of the telomere regions to those of the centromere regions clearly differed between the SSY chromosomes and NLE chromosomes, being higher in the former. The samples of human and chimpanzee did not exhibit detectable signals.

For the StSat repeats (green), as expected, chimpanzee chromosomes yielded clear signals and human chromosomes did not. No positive signal was observed in the Hylobatidae samples.

Discussion

Origins of large-scale heterochromatin structures in different taxa

The StSat repeats (tandem repeats of 32-bp units) constitute the subtelomeric heterochromatin of chimpanzee (and other African great apes), but are not likely to be a component of that of SSY. SiaRep repeats (tandem repeats of 171-bp units) make up the SSY telomere-region heterochromatin, and appear not to exist in that of chimpanzee. It has not been confirmed whether these two repeat sequences are the most abundant DNA components of the respective heterochromatin structures. They are, however, present there at least as ubiquitous components of the respective structures because all the chromosome ends where large-heterochromatin was observed by C-banding (Figure 1) exhibited positive signals in the FISH analysis (Figure 6). The consensus sequences of these two repeats do not share a similar nucleotide block recognizable by visual inspection. It can thus be inferred that the large-scale heterochromatic structures have different origins between the great apes and the small ape.

One feature common of the two types of repeats is the content of the A
and T residues in their consensus sequences; the content (calculated without including polymorphic nucleotide sites) is 65% (20/31) in StSat, and 65% (108/169) in SiaRep. The amount of AT content might be a significant factor for expansion and/or maintenance of these structures, but the fact that the same amount was observed may be just a coincidence.

**Presence of alpha satellite DNA in the telomere region**

Alpha satellite DNA is a major DNA component of primate centromeres (Willard, 1991; Alves et al., 1994; Lee et al., 2011). In the family Hominidae, in addition to occurring in the centromeric heterochromatin, alpha satellite DNA occurs in some interstitial regions, which are thought to be remnants of once-functional centromeres (Reddy and Sulcova, 1998). To our knowledge, however, alpha satellite DNA has not been found in telomere regions in Hominidae. In the family Hylobatidae, one such example has been reported: alpha satellite DNA in telomere regions of the chromosomes of NLE (Cellamare et al., 2009). In the present study, we confirmed this and detected another example (SSY) within Hylobatidae. Our results are, however, not simply a second example. The present results of chromosome C-banding and FISH analysis demonstrate that alpha satellite DNA has expanded to large-scale heterochromatin blocks in the lineage leading to the SSY, regardless of whether they have a common origin. Differences in the sizes of the StSat repeats and other telomere-region repetitive sequences have also been reported in great apes (between chimpanzee and gorilla) (Ventura et al., 2011). The mechanisms leading to these size differences are not known. Comparative studies between the great apes and small apes are expected to be a powerful approach to elucidate the mechanisms.

Besides the amplification mechanisms, the mechanism of first occurrence of the alpha satellite DNA in the telomere region is of great interest. One possibility would be that a transposable element, or virus, mediated its migration from the centromere to the telomere region. Some transposable elements are known to often carry their 5'- or 3'-flanking regions upon transposition (Pickeral et al., 2000; Goodier et al., 2000; Xing et al., 2006). Another possibility would be an event similar to that giving rise to the alpha satellite DNA found in interstitial regions of Hominidae (mentioned above). It is well known that species of the Hylobatidae family have undergone frequent chromosomal reorganizations, including fissions, fusions and translocations of chromosomes (Jauch et al., 1992; Mueller et al., 2003). A fission of a chromosome at the centromere, followed by telomere fomation at the breakpoint, might have been the origin of alpha satellite DNA in the telomere region.

**History of telomere-region alpha satellite DNA in the Hylobatidae family**

In the latest Hylobatidae taxonomy, this family consists of four genera (Symphalangus, Hylobates, Nomascus and Hoolock). The phylogenetic relationship of these genera is still not clear probably because of the
relatively short time span in which their lineages diverged, and some additional factors such as gene flow among species (Van Ngoc et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011). In our discussion below, we consider three of them (Symphalangus, Hyllobates and Nomascus) because the materials we used in the present study were from species of these three genera.

The intensity of FISH signals in the telomere regions was strong for SSY (Symphalangus), relatively weak for NLE (Nomascus), and no signal was observed in telomere regions for HAG or HLA (Hyllobates). We designate these situations as ++, +, and 0, respectively, and define the transition from one situation to another (generation, amplification, reduction and extinction) as shown in Figure 7. Here we assume that change from 0 to ++ always passes through +. We assume, however, that a direct change from ++ to 0 can happen because such a change is likely to have occurred in the human lineage with the StSat repeats (Koga et al., 2011). One possible mechanism we have in mind is truncation of chromosomes and regeneration of the telomere.

There are three possible topologies for branching patterns of three genera, depending on which genus is assumed to have diverged first. Possible scenarios that involve three or fewer transition events are the eight cases shown in Figure 7 (a and b, first divergence of Nomascus; c and d, Symphalangus first; e to h, Hyllobates first). To narrow these down, it is necessary to wait for accumulation of more knowledge about the phylogeny of the Hyllobatidae family. There is, however, a possibility that surveying more species for the presence/absence, and the size if present, of the telomere-region alpha satellite DNA would contribute to clarifying the phylogenetics of the Hyllobatidae family. For example, the results so far obtained appear to give a little stronger support to the hypothesis of the most recent divergence of Nomascus and Symphalangus because case e requires the smallest number (two) of events.
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Figure legends

Figure 1. Detection of heterochromatin by C-band staining. a. human; b. chimpanzee; c. SSY; d. HAG; e, HLA/NLE hybrid. The bar in panel a represents 5 µm. Heavily stained regions contain heterochromatin.

Figure 2. An example of autoradiograms for isolation of species-specific highly repetitive sequences by array comparative genomic hybridization. The nylon membrane corresponding to the left panel carried different clones picked up from a SSY genomic library, and was hybridized with SSY genomic DNA labelled with alkaline phosphatase as probe. The nylon membrane for the right panel contained the same set of the clones, prepared as a duplicate, and hybridized with genomic DNA of HAG. The upper-left part of the autoradiogram obtained from each membrane is shown here. The signal strength reflects the repetitiveness of each clone: the higher the copy number in the genome, the more intense the signal. The pattern of the signal strength among the clones is roughly the same between the two panels, except for one at the B-4 position. The clone at this position was assumed, and subsequently demonstrated, to be highly repetitive in the SSY genome but not in the HAG genome.

Figure 3. Repetitive sequence structure revealed by restriction enzyme digestion. The second lane from the left (complete digestion with BamHI) shows two DNA fragments, the lower (8.1 kb) and upper (approximately 40 kb) bands being the vector (pCC1FOS) and insert (genomic DNA fragment of siamang), respectively. The third lane (complete digestion with BamHI and Aor51HI) contains two bands from the vector (split into two fragments of 4.2 kb and 3.9 kb due to an internal Aor51HI site) and other small fragments originating from the insert DNA. The prominent band at about the 0.2 kb position, which is absent in the second lane, indicates that the insert DNA digested with the two enzymes consists of a large number of restriction fragments (generated by Aor51HI digestion) of this size. The other two lanes contain the products of partial digestion with Aor51HI, and the appearance of ladder patterns indicates the presence of tandemly repeated sequences in the insert DNA.

Figure 4. The entire nucleotide sequence of the 24 repeat units in pFosSia1. "Con" indicates the consensus sequence. Nucleotide sites occupied by the same base as that in the consensus sequence are indicated by dots. Nucleotide sites containing different bases are shown by the respective bases observed. The minus symbol implies absence of a nucleotide at its position. The asterisk on the consensus sequence indicates that all the 24 repeat units have the same nucleotide at the indicated position.

Figure 5. Comparison of the consensus sequence of the repeat unit in pFosSia1 and those of alpha satellite DNA of three other primate species. "Ora" and "Hum" are abbreviations for orangutan and human, respectively.
The sequence identity to the SSY consensus sequence is shown after the sequence of each species.

**Figure 6.** FISH analysis of chromosomes for locations of the repeat sequences. Three probes were used in single hybridization assays: StSat repeats (green), SiaRep (red), and a clone of human 18S ribosomal DNA (yellow; see Hirai et al., 1999). The last probe served as a positive control for hybridization reactions. a. human; b. chimpanzee; c. SSY; d. HAG, e. HLA/NLE hybrid. The bar in panel a represents 10 µm. Panel f is not a photograph of fluorescence detection but a DAPI banding pattern of the chromosome spread used for panel e. This treatment yields G-band-like bands, and enables, based on the chromosome shape and banding patterns, identification of the origin (HLA or NLE) and the chromosome number (Hirai et al., 2007). Chromosomes originating from the HLA parent are marked with white dots. Chromosomes without dots are those derived from the NLE parent. Scanning of chromosome spreads for panels a-e using an image analyzer was first conducted at its default settings that automatically achieved the highest signal-to-noise ratio. Photographs in panels a, b, d and e were those obtained with these settings. We then scanned the same spreads again at a manual setting to attain higher sensitivity (and a larger amount of noise at the same time). The siamang sample exhibited signals only in the telomere regions in the first scan, but the second scan detected additional faint signals in centromere regions. Panel c is a photograph obtained in this second scan. No additional signals were found in the other four samples. In panel c, some, but not all, relatively strong signals in the centromere regions are indicated by arrowheads. The black-and-white photograph overlaid in panel c was produced by a further scan of the right part of the chromosome spread for the luminance level due only to biotin-rhodamin (labelling substance for the SiaRep probe).

**Figure 7.** Patterns of situation changes that include relatively small numbers (up to three) of events. Three kinds of divergence patterns (a and b; c and d; e to h) of the three genera (Nomascus, Symphalangus and Hylobates) are considered. The signs in parentheses show the relative strength of FISH signals in the telomere region (+ and ++) and absence of signals (0). Four kinds of transitions were defined as shown at the bottom, and designated with their first letters (underlined). The letters are placed on branches where they are assumed to have occurred in each branching pattern.
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